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Note from the author:This book is like Marmite - you either love it or hate it. If you're looking for

a quick tip to fix your short game this is not the book for you. Here's an example of the person

who might gain something from the book. Imagine you fixed up a lesson with the great Ben

Hogan. You turn up to the teaching bay, put your clubs down, take out your driver and

manically thrash three balls away. Then you turn to Hogan and say, 'Well Ben what do you

think'? If Hogan turns to you and repeats his famous quote, 'You must learn to smell the roses

for you only get to play one round' - you would probably get two reactions. Some players would

pick their clubs up, walk out the teaching bay muttering to themselves that the guy's an idiot. If

you're that type of person do not buy this book!!However. if you're the kind of guy who relaxes

his shoulders, smiles and says, 'Ben I think you're right - I need to chill out'. You are the type of

person who might gain something from an alternative approach to improving the short game.

This book offers no quick fix, but with a degree of patience and humor this book could help you

get up and down more often.Book DescriptionYour Short Game Silver Bullet describes the

missing link between the chipping and pitching technique of a struggling amateur and that of a

short game magician. And there is a missing link which the top pros have inherited from their

younger days. It is possible to transform your short game and your long game by practicing

twelve exercises that will build up your club head control, which in turn will help you release the

club at exactly the right time. Interspersed with the exercises, John shares short and insightful

stories about his days competing alongside some of the top players in the world, including

golfing legends Seve Ballesteros, Sandy Lyle, Nick Faldo and Ryder Cup Captain Lanny

Wadkins.Excerpt from Your Short Game Silver BulletImagine an airline pilot wanting to land a

jumbo jet on a runway in the desert. With nothing to obscure his view, he can see the landing

strip from miles away. He can simply let the plane glide down using gravity. When it comes to

touching down he hardly has to use the joystick. This is like playing a dead simple chip from a

good lie. Now imagine the pilot having to land the plane in a city airport. He has skyscrapers in

his way and his descent has to be much steeper. As he nears the landing strip, the nose of the

plane is pointing down and to avoid crashing, he has to pull back on the joystick to level out the

plane. The steeper the angle of descent, the more he has to use the controls.Exactly the same

theory applies to the short game. Most golfers know what to do when they need a steep angle

of attack for a tight lie or a shot from rough; hands forward, ball back in the stance and hit down

on the shot. But in the same way a pilot uses the controls to level out a steep descent, a golfer

needs to use his hands to level out the arc of the club as it comes into impact. If a golfer hasn't

trained the hands to do this, it will lead to an aborted landing and a flick at the ball, often

resulting in a thin. The following exercises will help any golfer release the club at precisely the

right time for consistent solid striking when chipping, pitching or playing full

shots.REVIEWS:"John kept it simple... got me back enjoying my golf again." ~Mick Fitzgerald,

TV Sports Presenter--Former National Hunt Jockey"John taught himself a great technique and

knows as much about the golf swing as anyone I've met." ~Nick Mitchell, Former European

Tour PGA Player"John... is a great student of the game." ~Andrew Murray, European

Tour--1989 European Open ChampionOTHER TITLES by John HoskisonNo Hiding in The

Open -John's humorous stories from his days competing on the European TourA Golf Swing

You Can TrustLower Your Golf Score- Simple Steps to Save Shots



From the AuthorThis book contains vital exercises that will help educate your hands. No matter

how good a swing, the club still needs to be released at impact. If your hands have been

trained to manipulate the club at will, even if the club is coming into impact on the wrong line,

it's still possible to hit a good shot. Although the exercises in this book might appear quite

simple, they will help train your hands to release the club at exactly the right time, in the right

way.About the AuthorJohn Hoskison is a former European PGA Tour member andtwo-time

PGA Cup player v USA. He led England in the European TeamChampionships and was

elected Surrey Professional Golf AssociationCaptain. He has played golf all over the world with

many of the best players.In 1992, John completed the Club Professionals GrandSlam including

the British PGA Professional Championships, the Southern PGA Championships and the

Southern Club Professional Championships. After teaching and writing about golf extensively,

he went on to earn a place on theEuropean PGA Seniors Tour. After a year of injury, John

placed third in the 2012 British Senior PGA Professional Championships.
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Your Short Miami Dolphins, Your Short student loans

The Wedge Book: An Owner's Manual for Your Short Game, A Golf Swing You Can Trust

Joseph G. Wick, “Cheap and Practical Little Bullet. I like this book although I think it is a bit

overpriced. The author is a former touring pro, from Britain, on the European tours. The real

value of this book is that it gives a bunch of quick and easy exercises designed to build hand

control -- the author's theme regarding what's most important in the short game. In addition, he

makes some good general points and adds a few cute and illustrative stories from his

experience. The writing is straightforward, clear, and good.Why do I think it is overpriced?

Because it ends 75% through the book (about 50 pages). The rest of the book consists of ads

for his other e-books. On the other hand, based on the ads for these other books, he certainly

seems to have led an interesting life.”

RJH, “Little Time for Quick Needed Improvement. This is a very quick read that gives you drills

that you can take out in your back yard. John Hoskison explains things very simple and direct.

He gives you the core fundamentals to what a golfer needs to know about their golf swing. I

would say that the reading and drills in this book saved 5-8 strokes off my golf game last

weekend.Plus, I find John Hosikison's books quick fun reads much like Harvey Penick's "Little

Red Book" and J. D. Sallinger's "The Catcher in the Rye." :-).”

Linda A, “Win your game, shorten your strokes!. Everyone needs quick, easy to follow

instructions for their short game. This book is chock-full of practical advice, that you can

actually apply, to up your game  where you lose the most strokes.”

Schpic, “Very good, intelligent information. Hoskison explains the approach to the short game

very differently. His idea is clubhead control, and knowing what the clubface is doing at any

one point in the swing. He backs his teaching up with several practical drills. Very good,

intelligent information.”

John, “Good book to make your short game better.. Very good concepts and plan of attack to

make your short game more consistent and make you a happier golfer.”

kys, “Much like a basketball player who takes his ball everywhere and is constantly bouncing

and dribbling it off everything.. If I had the time to play around with my clubs like the author

suggests I am sure my short game would improve significantly.”

dusty8448, “good book. I enjoyed your book very much Some of the drills I need a little more

practice but it is a lot of fun”

KJCooper, “Great drills to improve your shortgame skills!. If you are keen to improve your short

game golfing skills then this little book is a real gem. Great drills to practice at home or on the

range, inter spaced with some very amusing stories from the author John Hoskison's days on

the European tour. The Seve story made me laugh out loud! Sound advice, easy to follow

instructions and written with a sense of humour this really is a great find! The right index finger

tip immediately gave me more power in my long game too. An excellent read and a ‘must have’



for any golfer who, like me wants to improve their game!”

Mr. Alan M. Wilson, “Learn and enjoy!. I discovered John Hoskison a few weeks ago and have

now read all his e-books - 5, I think, He simplifies golf instruction to its absolute essence

illustrating his points with anecdotes from his own professional career and giving the reader

enjoyable drills to cement the message. I thoroughly recommend this short game book and his

other works on golf and life.”

Easy pro, “Looking for short game drills? Look no further!. You can never have or try out

enough short game drills, however some will be more effective for each player. I play off a 2

handicap and I can say that I am currently using nearly all of these short game drills and have

no doubt that the more I persevere with them the better my short game will become. What

makes them so great is the fact that these drills are so easy and simple to do, these drills can

be completed by any player at any fitness level or standard which is why this is such a great

book.”

The book by John Hoskison has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 47 people have provided feedback.
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